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The uncertainty of rising fuel prices has a dramatic effect on the entire supply  
chain, and no place is it felt more directly than in the transportation of goods.  
But while distributors can’t control the price of diesel, they can control their  
transportation operations.

• Integrate transportation silos

• Increase LTL optimization up to 30%

• Automate freight settlement

• Improve service levels 

• Decrease equipment costs

• Improve fleet utilization

• Reduce total miles driven

• Reduce total freight spend

• Automate order consolidation

Effectively managing transportation offers an opportunity to increase 
profits and drive business growth. The ability to execute on this 
opportunity requires precise planning tools, powerful optimization 
solutions, centralized data management, and a focus on cost and 
service. NCR Power Transportation is here to help.

NCR’s comprehensive solution allows you to integrate—and 
manage—all aspects of the transportation process far more 
profitably and effectively than ever before.

Gone are the days of disparate transportation management systems 
and data sets. NCR Power Transportation ensures greater efficiency 
and automation of major transportation functions, including 
inbound/outbound planning, procurement and settlement.
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in 
consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday 
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. 
With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services,  
NCR enables more than 485 million transactions daily 
across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and 
technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 
everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with 
approximately 29,000 employees and does business  
in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation 
in the United States and other countries.  

TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

NCR Power Transportation eliminates the traditional silos between 
outbound and inbound deliveries. Advanced algorithms optimize 
your transportation freight planning, procurement, execution, 
settlement and supplier management functions by interfacing 
seamlessly with existing procurement and warehouse management 
applications. Orders are imported into NCR Power Transportation, 
where they’re automatically analyzed for revenue-producing and 
cost-saving opportunities, including truckload (TL) and less-than-
truckload (LTL) scenarios.

FLEET MANAGEMENT

It’s important to optimize the use of your fleet to counter any 
margin erosion due to volatile fuel prices. NCR Power Transportation 
achieves this through automated dynamic fleet routing, helping you 
centrally build cost-effective routes and delivery schedules, while 
analyzing your operations in real time. The result is reduced fuel 
consumption for your fleet, minimized vehicle maintenance and 
enhanced on-time performance.

LOGISTICS PROCUREMENT

Traditionally, freight procurement processes were all manual, leading 
to human error. Combine that issue with little or no integration 
with rate and vendor information, and efficient procurement is 
a challenge for anyone. NCR Power Transportation solves those 
problems by introducing greater automation to the procurement 
process, including a centralized procurement system with complete 

“what-if” and performance analysis. So you can now give your 
logistics team a powerful solution for reducing freight spend while 
automating the entire procurement process.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

NCR Power Transportation provides a simplified and automated 
financial management solution to help guarantee that all vendor 
and freight invoices are efficiently and accurately reconciled. The 
system seamlessly integrates with EDI and EFT providers, and 
eliminates cumbersome manual paper-matching processes. It also 
provides freight bill audits, claims administration, and a wide array of 
reporting and analysis features. The application also integrates with 
existing ERP and WMS systems to ensure maximized visibility across 
the entire supply chain.

COLLABORATION

The integrated collaboration portal bridges the gap between supply  
chain partners and facilitates collaborative transportation processes, 
including fully automated web scheduling; web tendering; shipment 
status updates; freight invoicing and settlement; bid packages and 
fleet availability postings. With the collaboration portal, online 
collaboration has never been easier. Lower costs and higher service 
levels can now be easily achieved with collaboration—both externally 
and internally.
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